
  

 

ANCIENT 
A N  A RO U N D  T H E  WOR L D  JO U R N E Y  

EXPLORER 
MARCH 4 –  26,  2026  

MIAMI |  MEXICO CIT Y |  EASTER ISLAND |  BORA BORA 
GREAT BARRIER REEF |  BANGKOK |  THE LOST CIT Y OF PETRA |  TAORMINA |  MADRID 
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See page 33 for details on pricing and booking.  Additional departures available. Call for dates and availability. 

      

 

  

 

 

  

  
 

M I A M I 

B A N G K O K 

A M M A N A N D T H E L O S T C I T Y O F P E T R A 

end 

B O R A B O R A 

G R E AT B A R R I E R R E E F 

begin 

TA O R M I N A 

M A D R I D 

M E X I C O C I T Y 

E A S T E R I S L A N D 

Experience the legendary wonders of the world like never before on a journey 

ANCIENT 
EXPLORER 

9 DESTINATIONS |  23 DAYS 

of discovery, from the Great Barrier Reef to remote Easter Island and the 

Lost City of Petra. Travel aboard a fully customised Airbus A321 to inspiring 

destinations across the globe with the unparalleled flexibility, privacy and 

security of travelling by private jet. Throughout the journey, our dedicated 

Four Seasons team takes care of all the details, leaving you free to relax and 

savour every moment of your adventure. 

MARCH 4 – 26, 2026  FRONT COVER: Traditional dancer in Easter Island 

THIS PAGE: Snorkeling in Bora Bora 
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D I S C OV E R  O U R  

PRIVATE JET 
EXPERIENCE 

• Travel on the custom-designed Four Seasons Private Jet 

• Stays at Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, as well as 
accommodations carefully curated by Four Seasons in 
our most remote destinations 

• Extensive daily sightseeing options and activities to 
customise your itinerary in each destination 

• All meals and a wide selection of beverages throughout 
the trip and on board the jet 

• Ground transportation in each destination 

• Special events, private access and exclusive 
experiences you can only get through Four Seasons 

• An expert Four Seasons journey team that handles 
all trip logistics 

• A trip physician who accompanies you throughout 
your journey 

• Dedicated Luggage Concierge who provides door-to 
door service at each of our accommodations 

• Exceptional local guides and Four Seasons experts 
to enrich your experience 

• All gratuities 

LUXURY 
TRANSFORMED 
WELCOME TO YOUR  
HOTEL IN  TH E  S KY 

Elevate your travel experience aboard the 

custom-configured Four Seasons Private 

Jet. Designed by the same team that 

conceives the style and character of our 

hotels and resorts, the reimagined Airbus 

A321neo-LR offers exceptional journeys for 

48 globetrotting travellers. Step aboard the 

jet and discover a modern, enriching and 

interactive in-flight experience. 

All of our Private Jet Experience 

itineraries are developed to 

celebrate the distinctive character 

and local culture of each 

destination. The guest remains at 

the core of our decision-making 

and so we continue to innovate 

our itineraries and programming, 

both onboard and on the ground, 

based on their unique needs and 

wishes. This is how we consistently 

deliver curated experiences 

that are both personalised and 

authentic, in a way only possible 

with Four Seasons. 

A L E JA N D RO  R E YN A L  
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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Personalised service from dedicated journey staff 

DESIGNED TO 

ELEVATE 
EVERY 

MOMENT 

TREASURE THE 
DETAILS 

Every aspect of the reimagined aircraft 

has been designed with thoughtful details 

and intuitive functionality in mind. Settle 

into one of just 48 custom-designed seats, 
constructed with soft Italian leather and 

6.5 feet (2 metres) of personal space. Each 

chair extends to lie fully flat and is paired 
with a plush ottoman, providing extended 

leg room. 

Italian-leather flatbed seats 

INDULGE IN 
CULINARY MASTERY 

Experience the highest Four Seasons 
restaurant in the world. During flight, our 
Executive Chef will create inspiring meals 

that introduce you to new flavours and 
intriguing culinary perspectives. 

Gourmet in-flight meals 

Enjoying in-flight entertainment 

RELAX & CONNECT 
IN OUR LOUNGE IN 
THE SKY UNWIND IN PEACE 

With the widest and tallest cabin in its class, the Travelling by private jet allows us to 
fully customised Four Seasons Airbus A321 operate this global journey with enhanced 
offers more room to socialise, dine and relax at flexibility, safety and security far beyond 
your leisure. The lounge area offers dedicated what commercial travel can provide. If 
space to move freely about the cabin and strike it becomes necessary, we can adapt 
up conversation with other guests. Here you will our itinerary to make timely changes to 
also enjoy opportunities to sample a rotating destinations or routings, even while we 
selection of food and beverages inspired by your are in the air. Before and throughout the 
next destination. trip, our advance staff on the ground 

prepare extensively for your arrival in 

each destination. 
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SETTING 
THE STANDARD 
Savour each moment while we handle the 

rest. The Four Seasons Private Jet Experience 
offers you the chance to discover a stunning 
range of destinations with the comfort of 

Four Seasons service every step of the way. 
Our team of dedicated professionals includes 

an Onboard Concierge, Executive Chef and 

flight crew equipped with proprietary Four 
Seasons service training, as well as a trip 

physician who attends to any health needs 

you may have. We’ll see to it that all the details 

and logistics of your journey are taken care 
of, allowing you to focus on the joys of an 
adventure that you could only get with 

Four Seasons. 

Riverfront views, Four Seasons Hotel Bangkok at Chao Phraya River 
Pool at San Domenico Palace, Taormina, A Four Seasons Hotel 

BREATHTAKING 

ACCOMMODATIONS 

Enjoy the luxury of Four Seasons hotels and 
resorts that embrace the authentic character 

of each destination. Each of our properties 

has implemented full-scale health and safety 

enhancements to our already stringent 

procedures in order to provide the highest 

levels of care, confidence and comfort for our 

guests and staff. 

BESPOKE LOCAL 

EXPERIENCES 

Our global network allows us to open doors 

to unique experiences, providing exclusive 

access in each destination. Our local experts 

and on-the-ground guides are ready to 

share their insider knowledge, and property 

concierges have recommendations to help 

you explore according to your personal 

travel style. Along the way, our journey team 
guides you seamlessly between your chosen 

activities, ensuring that all you need to do is 

enjoy the experiences in store. 

Craft cocktails 

Gourmet meals 

BOLD CUISINE 

Immerse yourself in culinary mastery with 

a curated mix of dining experiences from 

special-event group dinners with your fellow 

travellers to opportunities to dine at local 

restaurants on your own. Our Onboard 

Concierge is always on hand to personalise 

each experience for you, whether providing 

restaurant recommendations, assisting you 

with making dinner reservations, or ensuring 

your morning coffee is prepared just the way 
you like it. 

Relaxing spa treatments, Four Seasons Hotel Madrid 
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YOUR WORLD 
YOUR WAY 

DESIGN YOUR PERFECT TRIP 

Directly after booking, begin planning your personal itinerary with the 

help of your Guest Services Manager. On call for travellers before, 

during and after the trip, our dedicated team can accommodate any 

request and will help you craft your ideal journey. Choose from our 

carefully curated selection of activities, make private arrangements, or 

simply relax and enjoy our luxurious Four Seasons properties. In each 

destination, our Onboard Concierge will customise every experience for 

you, even if it’s off-programme or last-minute. 

EXPERIENCE THE GREAT BARRIER 
REEF BY HELICOPTER 

Embark on an awe-inspiring ride high above 

the stunning Coral Sea’s reefs and islands as 

well as the verdant expanse of the Daintree 

Rainforest as you explore the Queensland 

coast by helicopter. 

DISCOVER THE CLIFFTOP 
CHARMS OF TAORMINA 

Explore the turquoise coastline and bike along 

the Sicilian countryside to renowned wineries. 

Embark on a guided trek to Europe’s largest 

and most active stratovolcano, Mount Etna. 

ENCOUNTER THE MYSTERIOUS 
MOAI  OF EASTER ISLAND 

Visit the ceremonial site of Ahu Tongariki at 

sunrise, a spectacular time of day to view its 

15 massive rock statues, restored to stand in a 

row as they did centuries ago. 

FLOAT ABOVE THE 
TEOTIHUACAN PYRAMIDS 

Embark on an early morning hot air balloon 

ride above Teotihuacan, which translates to 

“the place where gods were created.” Watch the 

sun’s first rays illuminate this Mesoamerican 
city believed to have been founded as early 

as 400 B.C. 
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BANGKOK MARK YOUR 
CALENDAR 

MEXICO CIT Y BORA BORA TAORMINA 

MIAMI 

DAYS 14 – 17  

March 17 – 20 

AMMAN AND 
THE LOST CIT Y 

DAYS 2 – 5  DAYS 7 – 10  DAYS 19 – 22  OF PETRA March 5 – 8 March 10 – 13 March 22 – 25 

EASTER ISLAND M A DR I D  GREAT 
BARRIER REEF 

DAYS 1 – 2  

March 4 – 5 

DAYS 17 – 19  

March 20 – 22 

DAYS 22 – 23  DAYS 5 – 7  DAYS 11 – 14  
March 8 – 10 March 25 – 26 March 14 – 17 23 DAYS 

MARCH 4 –  26,  2026  
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Four Seasons Hotel Miami 

MARCH 4 –  5  

MIAMI 

Toasting to the start of your adventure 

Your journey around the world begins in 
vibrant Miami. Opt to arrive early, and we’ll be 
happy to give you an insider’s view into this 
exciting city infused with Central and South 
American culture. 

START YOUR JOURNEY ON A FESTIVE NOTE 

As the colours of the Florida sunset reflect off the 

Miami skyline, join your fellow travellers and dedicated 

journey team for a poolside welcome dinner that 

celebrates the Latin flavours and rhythms synonymous 

with the Magic City. 

EXPLORE MIAMI’S CUTTING-EDGE ART SCENE 

Explore the city’s arts culture on a privately guided tour, 

from the graffiti and street murals covering 80,000 square 

feet in Wynwood, to the innovative galleries in the Design 

District, home to one-of-a-kind pieces by artists like 

Salvador Dalí and Damien Hirst. 

SAVOUR THE ENERGY OF SOUTH BEACH 

Miami’s past and present converge on this two-mile stretch 

of white-sand beach, from the pastel-coloured buildings in 

the Art Deco district to trendy cafes on Ocean Drive with 

stunning views. 

Relax in the pool at Four Seasons Hotel Miami 

Bay view rooms 

EXPERIENCE THE BEACHFRONT IN THE 
HEART OF MIAMI 

Above trendy Brickell Avenue, Four Seasons Hotel 

Miami offers the best of big-city exuberance and 

tropical getaway. Take a fancy to the cosmopolitan 

energy in this lustrous tower within the centre 

of Miami’s cityscape and stay for the tropical 

vibes. Relax with two acres of sun-kissed haven 

with expansive pool, over-water hammocks and 

Floridian refreshments. Linger in the lobby with a 

cafecito to start the day and a cocktail and music 

as the sun sets. Enjoy fun and flavourful indoor 

and outdoor dining. 
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MEXICO 
CITY 

MARCH 5  –  8  

Palacio de Bellas Artes 

Past and present seamlessly intertwine in 
Mexico City. Discover how this lively capital 
is reinventing itself as a must-see destination 
for its ancient treasures, world-class art and 
one-of-a-kind food experiences. 

FOLLOW IN FRIDA AND DIEGO’S FOOTSTEPS 

Experience Mexico City through the works of 

its best-known artists: Frida Kahlo and Diego 

Rivera. Join a local expert on a tour of Rivera’s 

epic murals, which adorn several public buildings, 

and explore Kahlo’s life and work at her house-

museum, Casa Azul, where she lived with Rivera. 

Fountain at Frida Kahlo Museum 

INDULGE IN THE FLAVOURS OF MEXICO CITY 

Guided by a celebrated Mexican chef, embark on 

a gastronomic journey as you weave through a 

local market and learn about the history of Mexican 

mercados. Head to your chef’s apartment in the 

vibrant food district of Polanco to prepare six unique 

dishes before sitting down family-style to enjoy the 

fruits of your labour. 

MARVEL AT THE ANCIENT CITY OF THE GODS 

Get a bird’s-eye view of the sun’s first rays on 

Teotihuacan on a hot air balloon ride over this ancient 

Mesoamerican city, built without modern tools. After 

landing for breakfast at a private inn, explore the ruins 

on foot, surveying the massive scale of the city from 

atop the pyramids of the Sun and the Moon. 

EXPLORE THE ARTISTIC HEART OF THE CITY 

Visit the famous mural Dream of a Sunday Afternoon 

in Alameda Park at the Diego Rivera Museum. 

Continue to Plaza de la Constitución, better known 

as the Zocalo, the cultural and historic heart of the 

city. Enjoy a guided viewing of murals painted by 

Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco and David Alfaro 

Siqueiros at the Palace of Fine Arts and explore the 

exterior of Templo Mayor, once the great temple of 

the Aztec capital of Tenochtitlán. 

Four Seasons Hotel Mexico City courtyard 

Teotihuacan 

STAY AT OUR URBAN OASIS 

Located on a tree-lined avenue near verdant 

Chapultepec Park, the hacienda-style Four Seasons 

Hotel Mexico City is a relaxing retreat in the heart 

of a bustling metropolis. Sip on unique handcrafted 

cocktails at Fifty Mils, one of the 50 Best Bars of 

the world, or savour fresh seafood and authentic 

Mexican-Pacific cuisine at Zanaya. Unwind and relax 

poolside on the rooftop deck, take a refreshing dip in 

the temperature-controlled water, or reenergise with 

a visit to the gym. Escape to the Wellness House 

on the third floor to rejuvenate your body and mind 

with a range of relaxing treatments and therapies 

to cleanse the body and spirit such as an Ancestral 

Signature Treatment or a Sensorial Massage to help 

you detox and unplug. 
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Polynesian dance performance 

MARCH 8 –  10  

EASTER 
ISLAND 

Our Private Jet Journey takes you to remote 
and mysterious Easter Island, where grassy 
plains are dotted with massive moai statues 
sculpted to honour the ancestors of the native 
Rapa Nui people. 

STAY ON ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST REMOTE ISLANDS 

Spend two nights at the Explora Rapa Nui, carefully selected 

by Four Seasons for its amenities and comfortable guest 

rooms, which offer sweeping views of the ocean and the 

grassy plains. Enjoy a tranquil central location with easy 

access to the island’s sights, as well as on-site amenities 

including a heated infinity pool and massage room. 

INVESTIGATE THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAI 
Rano Kau volcano 

Trace the iconic “Moai Trail” on a journey through Rapa Nui 

National Park accompanied by expert guides. Encounter 

Ahu Tahai, the site of three restored platforms on which 

several moai stand. Explore the birthplace of the enigmatic 

rock statues at the Rano Raraku quarry, where almost 

400 giant statues remain in various stages of completion, 

offering insight into how these massive monoliths may have 

been carved and transported. Continue to Ahu Tongariki, 

where archaeologists have restored 15 moai as they once 

stood in a row, and end at Anakena Beach with a delicious 

barbecue lunch. 

Rano Raraku quarry 

Explora Rapa Nui 

WITNESS THE UNFORGETTABLE SUNRISE 

Rise early and head to the oceanside ceremonial 

altar of Ahu Tongariki to watch the rising sun cast its 

brilliant colours on this magical scene. 

UNCOVER THE ISLAND’S ANCIENT SECRETS 

Embark on a moderate hike around the dormant 

volcano of Rano Kau. View the biodiversity of the 

wetland within it as you make your way to the ancient 

ceremonial village of Orongo, where you can view 

ancient petroglyphs that may offer clues to the 

significance of the island’s mysterious birdman cult. 

ADMIRE THE DETAIL AT AHU AKIVI 

Set out on a bike ride along traditional Rapa Nui crop 

fields to visit one of the island’s most sacred locations. 

Home to seven moai, all of which are carefully 

positioned with astronomical precision, the Ahu Akivi 

site is the only one on the island where the statues 

face the ocean. 
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BORA BORA 
MARCH 10 –  13  

Overwater bungalows, Four Seasons Resort Bora Bora 

Bora Bora, the pearl of the Pacifc, 
welcomes you with picture-perfect 
beaches and iconic overwater bungalows 
perched over brilliant blue lagoons. 

SWIM WITH GENTLE RAYS AND SHARKS 

Board a boat and cruise past Mt. Otemanu and 

Mt. Pahia to reach a shallow sandbank, where you 

can stand in the ocean as rays swim and feed 

around you. View blacktip lagoon sharks on a 

guided snorkelling excursion, or opt to snorkel with 

brilliantly coloured reef fish at a coral garden. 

Swim with friendly rays 

DISCOVER A STUNNING LAGOON SANCTUARY 

Explore our resort’s beautiful inner lagoon and coral 

gardens with a marine biologist, who leads you on a 

private guided snorkelling tour. While interacting with 

the reef and its inhabitants, learn about the incredible 

marine environment and how to help preserve this 

magical underwater ecosystem. 

CRUISE THE PRISTINE WATERS 

Savour champagne with canapés while you sail around 

Bora Bora watching the sun set over the ocean. Or 

experience the unparalleled beauty of the lagoon 

in a fun-filled new way during a scenic and exciting 

WaveRunner® (jet ski) excursion around the island. 

ENCOUNTER LIFE BENEATH THE SURFACE 

Submerge yourself in Bora Bora’s turquoise waters and 

ride on an underwater scooter for two. Experience a 

unique way to discover the beauty of the marine life 

and scenery while breathing freely under a panoramic 

dome. Your guide will point out the wonders of the 

lagoon on this 30-minute ride at a depth of 12-15 feet. 

Relax at the spa 

Aerial view of Four Seasons Resort Bora Bora 

UNWIND IN THE RESORT’S HOLISTIC SPA 

Nestled at the lagoon’s edge, the resort’s award-

winning spa and healing centre will restore your body 

and mind with signature therapies. 

STAY AT THE EDGE OF A TRANQUIL LAGOON 

Set on a private, sand-edged motu, Four Seasons 

Resort Bora Bora welcomes you to a village-like 

retreat inspired by traditional Polynesian architecture. 

Settle into your own overwater bungalow, featuring its 

own private deck perched above the turquoise lagoon. 

Spirit yourself away to the award-winning spa and let 

the sounds of the surf lull you into blissful relaxation. 
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Take in aerial views of the Great Barrier Reef 

MARCH 14 –  17  

GREAT 
BARRIER 
REEF 

Traditional Aboriginal music 

Cross the international date line en route to Cairns, 
the gateway to two of Australia’s natural wonders— 
the Great Barrier Reef and Daintree Rainforest. 

ENCOUNTER THE SPLENDOURS OF THE GREAT 
BARRIER REEF 

A UNESCO World Heritage site, the Great Barrier Reef is 

the world’s largest coral reef system, composed of roughly 

3,000 individual reefs and 900 islands stretching for over 

1,600 miles. On a private reef cruise, choose to snorkel or 

dive for an up-close look at the stunning variety of marine 

life that make their home in this vast ecosystem. 

SURVEY THE REEF FROM THE SKY 

Take flight in a helicopter for a stunning aerial tour of the 

Queensland coast, soaring over the reefs and islands of 

the Coral Sea and the lush green expanse of the 

Daintree Rainforest. 

GO OFF THE BEATEN PATH ON A DREAMTIME WALK 

Enjoy lunch in the Mossman Gorge, nestled in the UNESCO 

World Heritage–listed Daintree Rainforest, before joining 

a local indigenous guide on a walk through the lush trails. 

Learn about the incredible flora and fauna of the rain forest, 

as well as traditional Aboriginal culture. 

Discovering the Daintree Rainforest 

Clown fish 
EXPERIENCE THE TRANQUILLITY OF THE 
DAINTREE 

From your lodge, opt to explore the 140-million-year-

old Daintree Rainforest on foot, by mountain bike or 

by kayak, a chance to encounter the hundreds of 

native species of plant life that have flourished here. 

JOIN AN ABORIGINAL DOT PAINTING WORKSHOP 

Hear stories told through Aboriginal paintings 

and create your own souvenir of Australian art 

under the guidance of indigenous artist 

Brian “Binna” Swindley. 

SLEEP IN THE HEART OF THE RAINFOREST 

To explore the Great Barrier Reef and Daintree 

Rainforest, we will spend three nights at the Silky 

Oaks Lodge, a boutique property handpicked by 

Four Seasons for its location and comfort. Stay in 

secluded lodge accommodations with lush views of 

the surrounding rain forest, and enjoy a unique dining 

experience at the lodge’s Treehouse restaurant, 

perched high above the river. Rejuvenate with 

signature treatments that harness the power of nature 

at the Healing Waters Spa. 
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BANGKOK 
MARCH 17 –  20  

Wat Phra Kaew temple 

Discover the different sides of Bangkok’s 
dynamic spirit, from the dazzling favours 
of its food to its timeless gilded temples and 
the soothing rhythms of life along the river. 

SPEND THREE NIGHTS ON BANGKOK’S 
COVETED RIVER 

Four Seasons Hotel Bangkok at Chao Phraya River 

offers a resort-style sanctuary in the heart of the 

city’s revitalised creative district. Take in sweeping 

river views from the lap and infinity pools, or indulge 

in modern, naturally inspired spa treatments with Thai 

influences. Enjoy a variety of international dining, from 

gourmet dim sum to Italian and French cuisine. 

Statue at the Grand Palace 

GO BEHIND THE SCENES IN THE 
CREATIVE DISTRICT 

From after-hours gallery visits to sampling the street 

food, explore the small streets and alleys of Bangkok’s 

creative district, which has undergone a renaissance 

to become the beating heart of the city. 

CRUISE THE KLONGS OF BANGKOK 

Board a private boat for an exclusive tour of the small 

canals that branch off from the Chao Phraya River, 

revealing a largely unseen Bangkok filled with wooden 

houses on stilts, floating kitchens and waterside 

Buddhist temples. 

UNCOVER THE SECRETS OF THAI CUISINE 

Visit a colourful market in Bangkok to select fresh 

ingredients for a hands-on cooking class. A local 

chef shares the techniques and spices that give 

Thai cuisine its multilayered flavours, giving you the 

chance to not only cook but also enjoy the dishes 

that you make. 

Riverfront infinity pool 

Experience Bangkok’s canals by boat 

ENCOUNTER THE CITY’S GILDED TEMPLES 

See the colossal golden statue of the reclining 

Buddha up close at Wat Pho, one of Bangkok’s 

most revered temples. Continue your exploration of 

Bangkok’s wonders as you admire the magnificent, 

gilded buildings of the Grand Palace and witness 

monks chanting in worship. Complete this enchanting 

day on a tranquil journey back to your hotel on a 

private boat. This serene mode of transportation 

offers a unique perspective of the city, allowing you to 

soak in its beauty and reflect on the incredible sights 

and experiences of the day. 
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M A RC H  2 0  –  2 2  

In the heart of the Jordanian desert, a landscape 
punctuated by sweeping dunes and red 
canyons, rises the ancient rock-hewn city of 
Petra. Experience this remote wonder in the 
care of Four Seasons. 

AMMAN 
AND THE 
LOST CITY 
OF PETRA 

The Treasury 

DISCOVER A MAGNIFICENT LOST CITY 

Once a thriving trading centre and the capital of the Bedouin man playing oud 

Nabataean empire, Petra has stood in the middle of the 

desert for 1,500 years and is one of the most famous 

archaeological sites in the world. 

Travel on foot through the narrow, winding canyon known 

as the siq for your first glimpse of the iconic Treasury, 

renowned for its impressive columns and ornate details 

showcasing a superb blending of Eastern traditions with 

Hellenistic architecture. From here, explore the highlights of 

this ancient city, whose buildings are carved directly into the 

rose-coloured stone walls of the canyon. 

Stunning landscapes 

The Monastery 

HIKE TO PETRA’S HILLTOP MONASTERY 

Beautifully carved and named for its remote 

location, “the Monastery” is believed to be a 

Nabataean temple. After visiting this monumental 

ancient structure, opt for a leisurely stroll or a camel 

ride back down to the Treasury, and enjoy a tasty 

lunch catered by the culinary team at Four Seasons 

Hotel Amman at a local hotel. 

EXPERIENCE THE JORDANIAN DESERT 

Set on Amman’s highest hilltop in the prestigious 

Abdoun neighbourhood, Four Seasons Hotel 

Amman combines modern elegance with warm 

Jordanian hospitality. Rooms look out over the hills 

and valleys of the cityscape, while dining options 

range from updated French classics to casual fare. 

Rest and unwind at the spa where you can choose 

from a variety of rejuvenating treatments inspired 

by ancient Nabataean rituals or enjoy a detoxifying 

body wrap with mud from the Dead Sea. 
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Isola Bella Island 

TAORMINA 
MARCH 22 –  25  

Discover the charms of the Ionian Riviera 
from the clifftop town of Taormina, which 
enchants travellers with its turquoise 
coastline, medieval architecture and the 
authentic flavours of Sicilian life. 

RELAX AT A TRANQUIL SEASIDE HIDEAWAY 

Overlooking the turquoise waters of the Ionian Sea, 

the iconic San Domenico Palace, Taormina, A Four 

Seasons Hotel welcomes you to a 14th-century 

convent with panoramic views of Mount Etna and the 

ancient Greek theatre in one of Italy’s most historic 

and charming destinations. 

Local vineyards 

Enjoy gourmet dining at two-Michelin-starred 

restaurant Principe Cerami, indulge in spa services 

inspired by the teachings of Hippocrates, or rest and 

rejuvenate at the private beach club and state-of-the-

art spa featuring a Turkish bath. 

CYCLE THE WINERIES SURROUNDING MOUNT 
ETNA 

Enjoy a moderate ride on the famed wine route 

around the picturesque slopes of Mount Etna. Travel 

through lush landscapes and charming towns to 

sample the region’s renowned wines and learn about 

Sicily’s unique gastronomy. Taste the intricacies of 

the varietals and sip the finest vintages grown in the 

region’s nutrient-rich, high-altitude, volcanic soil. 

ASCEND MOUNT ETNA, A UNESCO WORLD 
HERITAGE SITE 

Embark on a guided trek through the lunar-like terrain 

of Europe’s largest and most active stratovolcano, 

where remnants of eruptions over the centuries have 

formed extinct craters, crystal-blue lava streams and 

recent lava flows. 

San Giuseppe church 

Greek theatre overlooking Mount Etna 

VISIT CATANIA’S FAMED FISH MARKET 

Sicily’s second-largest city harbours a UNESCO-listed 

Old Town filled with striking examples of Baroque 

architecture, as well as one of Italy’s largest and most 

historic seafood marketplaces. 

DELVE INTO THE ARTS OF SAN DOMENICO 
PALACE 

On a privately guided tour, stroll the extensive 

paintings and sculptures curated to honor the 

building’s layered history. Tour the magnificent 

collection of artifacts alongside contemporary works 

that led this property to be the perfect setting for the 

acclaimed show The White Lotus. 
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M A RC H  2 5  –  2 6  

Discover world-class art museums, gourmet 
culinary experiences and a contagious spirit for 
life in the cosmopolitan Spanish capital, which 
is home to a historic Four Seasons property and 
the fnal stop on our journey. 

SAY GOODBYE WITH SPANISH FLAIR 

Celebrate your journey around the world like a Madrileño as 

you share a tapas-style meal with newfound friends. Visit 

authentic bars and eateries to sample Madrid specialties 

accompanied by selected local wines—and opt to keep the 

party going at one of the city’s many late-night hotspots. 

STUDY THE WORKS OF VELÁZQUEZ, GOYA 
AND PICASSO 

Let an expert guide you through two of the world’s best art 

museums. Begin with a private exploration of the Prado, 

which houses the largest collections of Bosch, Titian, El 

Monument to Alfonso XII Greco, Rubens and Velázquez, and over 100 works by 

MADRID 

Francisco Goya. Then visit Madrid’s Museo Nacional Centro 

de Arte Reina Sofia and Pablo Picasso’s masterpiece 
Paella 

Guernica, which has become a symbol of Spain’s transition 

to democracy and a universally recognised icon. 

DISCOVER THE BEST PLACES TO SHOP 

Embark on a private shopping excursion tailored to your 

interests. Venture out into the city and discover Madrid’s 

many delightful shopping opportunities, including traditional 

ceramics and textiles, pearls from Mallorca, and gourmet 

food items, as well as a plethora of designer shops. 

Plaza de Cibeles 

Flamenco dancer 

MOVE TO THE SPIRITED BEAT OF FLAMENCO 

Those wishing to experience more of Madrid can, 

at an additional cost, enjoy a lively performance 

of this iconic Andalusian dance at a local tablao, a 

flamenco club, or take a private lesson to learn the 

basics of this art form from a professional dancer. 

STAY IN SPAIN’S FIRST FOUR SEASONS 
PROPERTY 

Four Seasons Hotel Madrid impeccably restores 

and reimagines one of the most historic landmarks 

in the heart of the capital. History comes to life 

from the moment you step into the grand lobby, 

featuring 3,700 restored artifacts that reflect the 

property’s heritage. 

The hotel’s seven transformed buildings include a 

rooftop restaurant from Michelin-starred chef Dani 

García, as well as a four-level spa sanctuary with a 

sun-splashed pool terrace. 
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YOUR JOURNEY 
BEGINS NOW 

OUR FLEXIBILIT Y ASSURANCE 

Travelling by private jet offers us exceptional 

flexibility in operating this global journey. Should it 

become necessary, our experienced journey team 

can adjust our destinations and routings at any 

time, even while we are in the air. We also have the 

flexibility to adjust our itinerary and planned activities 

on the ground as needed. 

NOW BOARDING 

The price of this all-encompassing journey includes 

travel on the custom-designed Four Seasons 

Private Jet; accommodations at Four Seasons 

Hotels & Resorts, as well as accommodations 

carefully curated by Four Seasons in our most 

remote destinations; extensive daily sightseeing 

options and activities to customise your itinerary 

in each destination; all meals, including a selection 

of local restaurants in urban destinations and a 

wide selection of beverages throughout the trip 

and on board the jet; ground transportation in each 

destination; special events, private access and 

exclusive experiences you can only get through 

Four Seasons; all gratuities and more. 

PRICING DETAILS 

USD 229,000 per person (based on double occupancy) 

USD 22,900 solo traveller supplement 

PHONE 

1-866-533-1755 

EMAIL 

fourseasonsjet@fourseasons.com 

WEB 

fourseasons.com/privatejet 

Pricing based on double occupancy. Contact us for full terms of the operator-participant contract. 

https://fourseasons.com/privatejet
mailto:fourseasonsjet@fourseasons.com


 

 

EXPLORE 
THE WORLD 

WITH US 
T H E  J O U R N E Y  O F  A  L I F E T I M E  

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 

The Four Seasons Private Jet Experience is operated and sold by TCS World Travel, with the

 aircraft operated by Titan Airways. Contact us for applicable terms and conditions of the operator-participant contract. 
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